Syllabus

MUS 303, 301, 311 ~ Flute Lessons

Fall Semester 2017
Zoe Sorrell
Office Hours by Appointment
Phone: 520-429-5564
Email: sorrelzl@westminster.edu
zosorrellflutist@gmail.com

I. Materials- All students should own:
   A flute notebook
   A metronome (or smart phone app equivalent)
   Tunable app
   A collection of exercises and etudes as agreed upon between the student
   and the professor

II. Expectations-
   Weekly lesson write-ups
      Repertoire
      Past week synopsis
      Practice notes/questions/comments
   Mid-semester and end-of-semester one-page reflection
      Comprehensive repertoire list
      Goals and accomplishments
   Recital proposal (if applicable)
      Progress and preparation at every lesson*
   Juries
      Discussed with professor and prepared well in advance with
      accompanist and professor

III. *Individual music lessons between a teacher and a student are an intimate,
      trying, and personal undertaking. I will show the utmost respect for your time
      and expect that you will show the same respect for mine. I understand that life
      happens and some weeks will allow for less practice than others, but I expect
      that you will take your lessons seriously and prepare as best as you are able. I
      also expect that the studio will be a safe space and there will be zero
      tolerance for any instances of disrespect or harassment.